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~ LA THION WETTABLE POWDER 
-~~..:;;..""'------ THIS P ACKAG E CONTAINS ---------

__ +---"'"~~~ INGREDIENTS: 
Malathion· ........... _ .... _ .......... _ .................................. _ .... _ .......... _ .... _._ .... _ ......... _ ...................... _ ....•..... 25.0 % 

INERT ING R ED IE:STS: ................ _ .... _ .... _ .......... _ ................ _ .... _ ................ _ .... -.... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ..... 75.0% 

TOTAL 100.0% 
.O,O-Dimethyl dlthJopbosphate of dlethyl mercaptosucclnate. 

DIRECTIONS 
BEFORE STORING PEANPTS: Thoroughly clean warehouse and surroundings, apply 
a residual spray, as peanuts are unloaded in warehouse apply bulk treatment, consult 
G.F.A. Peanut Association for complete instructions. 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURFACE SPHA Y FOR FARMERS STOCK PEANUTS: Mix 
this material with water at the rate of 1 '~'4 pounds to 2 gallons. The rate of application 
shall be 2 gallons per 1000 square feet of surface. The peanuts shoul4 be leveled off 
as much as possible before the surfact' spray is applied. The area to be treated is to 
be calculated on the actual surface of the stock, which will usually be greater than 
the floor &rea. 
Lay boards over the surface of bulk peanuts to make a catwalk for inspectors, work
l8ellt and spray operators. :\Iov(' the hoards during spraying to provide an insecticide 
de)msit under them. Walking OH'r tht' surface of sprayed peanuts disturbs the con
tinuous deposit of insecticid(· and I"('duc('s tht, ('fTectiveness of the treatment. Use 
powder equipment with a suitabl(' agitator in the spray tank to 8.pply the Wettable 
Powder spray. Mechanical equipmput, in addition to providing proper agitation for 
the Wettable Powder spray, ives a spr strpam that reaches far enough to require 
a minimum of walkinJLOver "~~Y.!.Jl.!!!o~Il.L..IL!i<.B.!!.II..t.,!;!L...I!.!KL.J!-ldi!. ~!.!:.01.~ 



DIRECTIONS 
BEFORE STORING PEANUTS: Thoroughly clean warehouse and surroundings, apply 
a residual spray, as peanuts are unloaded in warehouse apply bulk treatment, consult 
G.F .A. Peanut Association for complete instructions. 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURFACE SPRAY FOR FARMERS STOCK PEANUTS: Mix 
this material with water at the rate of 1 % pounds to 2 gallons. The rate of application 
shall be 2 gallons per 1000 square feet of surface, The peanuts should be leveled off 
as much as possible before the surface spray is applied. The area to be treated is to 
be calculated on the actual surface of the stock, which will usually be greater than 
the floor area. 

Lay boards over the surface of bulk peanuts to make a catwalk for inspectors, work
IReta. and spray operators. \[o,'e the boards during spraying to provide an insecticide 
de)t8Sit under them. Walking over the surface of sprayed peanuts disturbs the con
tinuous deposit of insecticide and' rt'duces the effectiveness of the treatment. Use 
powder equipment with a suitable agitator in the spray tank to apply the Wettable 
Powder spray. Mechanical equipment, in addition to providing proper agitation for 
the Wettable Powder spray, gives a spray stream that reaches far enough to require 
a minimum of walking over the surface of peanuts, has a capacity al1d rate of delivery 
high enough to finish the job in a short time, and gives a constant nozzle pressure 
for uniform application. The operating pressure and nozzle opening should be adjusted 
to deliver a coarse, wet spray. A piston pump is necessary when using Wettable 
Powder sprays because the inert ingredients cause a gear pump to wear out rapidly. 

The first surface spray is to be applied promptly after the warehouse is filled. Sub
sequent treatments are to be made as called for by the G F A Peanut Association, but 
not oftener than at monthly inten'als. The Stored-Product Insects Branch, AMS, may 
be consulted as to the number of treatments needed. 

CAUTION 
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN 

Harmful if swallowed. A void prolonged breathing of spray mist or dust. A void re
peated or prolonged contact with skin. Wash thoroughly. Avoid contamination of 
feed and foodstuffs. Keep out of reach of children. 

NOTICE 

Stevens Ind1Jstrles, I!lc. warrants that the pro1uct conforms to its chemical description and Is 
reasonably tit for the purpose statf'd on the label when used In accordance with directicms un~er 
normal conditions of use, but neither this warranty nor any other warranty of MERCHANT
ABILITY or FITNESS for a particular purpose, express or implied ,extends to the use of this 
product contrary to label instructions, or under abnormal conditions, or under conditions not 
reasonably foreseeable to Stevens Industries, Inc, a.nd bUyer assumes the risk of any such use. 
Any damage arising from a breach of thin warranty shall be limited to direct damages, and 
shall not Inclu~e consequential commercial damage such 88 1088 of profits, 

Manufactured By 

STEVENS INDUSTRIES, INC. 
DAWSON, GEORGIA 

• ...,. . ...,.A. Reg. No. 2459-176 
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